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AUTOMATIC GATES WHY ALL THE PAPERWORK? 

 

‘Why do engineers need to do so much paperwork on site?’ Simply to speed up & 

enhance the accuracy of any work; to identify what is needed & why; to protect the 

owner & their investment and to save time & money! 

 

 

  
 

 

‘What do you mean?’ Following tragic accidents involving children as well as adults, the 

accuracy of records and reports is more important than ever. System owners are liable for 

any damage or injury caused by the use or miss-use of their power operated installation. 

 

For an owner to defend themselves from prosecution, they have to prove that they have 

taken adequate and reasonable steps to ensure their automatic gate etc. is in a safe 

working order, at all time. 

 

How could this be proven if accurate and up-to-date records are not made? 

 

‘What records?’ Evidence that the installations has been serviced and maintained so that 

is performs safely as required by the manufacture of it. That it is setup and adjusted to 

meet the requirements of use and all safety devices, controls and measures, are in suitable 

working order. 

 

‘Surly that shouldn’t take long?’ Unfortunately as each installation is unique, with no 

two systems identical and thousands of parts, from hundreds of equipment suppliers, over 

more than 30 years, the configurations are enormous. Added to this are the different 

types, styles, sizes, shapes and materials the gates, piers, posts and driveways are made 

from, as well as the various ways each installation may be set up and adjusted to, finished 

off by, the individual environments and types of users, as well as by-standers, all of 

which will affect the recommendations or suggestions offered in each and every case. 
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Then there is the worthiness of any offer or justification of any work? All of which takes 

time to collate and to miss any part of this detail, could end the owner, as well as 

ourselves in potential trouble. 

 

 

 
 

 

‘Is it that important?’ We feel justifying the alternative to the parents of the children lost, 

would not be possible and any chance of being remotely responsible for a similar 

accident is just not worth it! So we suggest ‘Yes’ it is! 

 

Is there any other benefit? Very much so. Without accurate records we would be unable 

to offer best advice, nor would we be in a position to look after your valuable investment. 

So many people expect systems to last forever and are shocked when they don’t, so 

keeping owners up-to-date and informed is useful and professional 

 

 

   
 

 

Everyday good engineers are trusted to collate important data so best advice may follow! 
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